Instructions for printed on canvas cross stitch

Stitch instruction

1. Feel free to find a number or a symbol from the pre-printed fabric and choose the corresponding thread to begin the first stitch. (Patterns are all printed on the fabric)

2. Every graph has numbers and symbols. Each number or symbol represents the floss with certain color. (The corresponding symbol on the graph)

3. There are labels of full stitch(X), half stitch(1/2 /), a quarter stitch(1/4 X) and back stitch are marked on the fabric as well. Please stitch according to the requirements strictly to complete the exquisite cross stitch project.

Notes

1. The floss in this kit is six strand cotton flosses. When prepare the floss before you start to stitch. Fold the floss or use about 50cm of the length of each floss to prevent the thread from knotting, twining, wearing rough while stitching. For special stitching part of the pattern, please refer to the chart and instruction. (Drawing floss)

2. The color of the printed pattern does not equal to the real color of the floss. Please be sure to use the number or symbol from the printed pattern to find the corresponding floss with the certain color. (The corresponding floss of the No.)

3. Please stitch in the same direction. Do not pull the thread tautly, keep the tension even. Get a little bit tighter than its nature tension is better. Knots are not in use for this kit. Leave about 1cm allowance at the end of each thread when start or end each thread, and make the end of each thread secure on the fabric. Do not make the floss ends twisted. (Stitch with an even strength) (Make the end of each thread secured by the first stitches on the back of the fabric when begin stitching)

4. Back stitch is in use for each artwork looks more beautiful and vivid. If the cross stitch is made with 2 strands floss, back stitch should be made by 1 strand, if the cross stitch is made with 3 strands floss, back stitch should be made by 2 strands. For special stitching part of the pattern, please refer to the chart and instruction.

5. Fabric printing materials are pro-environment and water-soluble. Please prevent the design from being faded by touching water or rain.

Clean & care

1. Keep your hands clean before stitching.

2. Wash the finished artwork gently with neutral detergent in lukewarm water (below 30℃) individually. (Do not dry-clean or bleach.) Lay the washed artwork on a white dry towel, roll the towel up with the fabric together and press on the towel gently to remove all water. Dry it by leaving it flat in a ventilated place. (Lay the work on the prepared white towel) (Roll the towel up together with the fabric, and press the towel to squeeze the water out)

3. In order to protect the threads from being damaged, please iron the artwork on the back of the fabric with a steam flatiron until it becomes flat. (Iron the work with steam iron on the back) (Dry it flat in a airy place)
Instructions for unprinted on canvas cross stitch

Stitch instruction

1. Fold the fabric in half by the length and again to find and mark the center point of the fabric. Begin the first stitch at the center point with the corresponding thread. Each block on the chart represents 1 cross stitch. All stitches should be made in the same direction.

2. Every graph has numbers and symbols. Each number or symbol represents the floss with certain color.

3. There are labels of full stitch(X), half stitch(1/2 X), a quarter stitch(1/4 X) and back stitch are marked on the fabric, as well. Please stitch according to the requirements strictly to complete the exquisite cross stitch project.

Clean & care

1. Keep your hands clean before stitching.

2. Wash the finished artwork gently with neutral detergent in lukewarm water (below 30°C) individually. (Do not dry-clean or bleach) Lay the washed artwork on a white dry towel, roll the towel up with the fabric together and press on the towel gently to remove all water. Dry it by leaving it flat in a ventilated place.

3. In order to protect the threads from being damaged, please iron the artwork on the back of the fabric with a steam iron until it becomes flat.

Notes

1. The floss in this kit is six strand cotton flosses. When prepare the floss before you start to stitch, Fold the floss or use about 50cm of the length of each floss to prevent the thread from knotting, twining, weaving rough white stitching. For special stitching part of the pattern, please refer to the chart and instruction.

2. The color of the printed pattern does not equal to the real color of the floss. Please be sure to use the number or symbol from the printed pattern to find the corresponding floss with the certain color.